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1PCS submersible pump MQB-5000 150W 220-240V/50Hz
Fish tank pumps Engraving machine water cooling pump

PREFACE

Thank you for your purchasing MQB series submersible pumps. This series adopt special
motors,reasonable constructures and personalized design.It is very convenient for you to
use,equip and maintain them.In order to better use the series and protect you from the
danger,please look through this instruction carefully before using the series and keep it well for
your future reference.

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/3256802435682191.html?spm=a2g0o.store_pc_groupList.8148356.36.1d6e280329kQdd&pdp_npi=2%2540dis!USD!US%20%252438.98!US%20%252433.13!!!!!%25400bb47a1916615693541678970e02f4!12000021439561498!sh
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FEATURES

●This series have been equipped with thermal protectors in order that the motors will be able to
cut off the power automatically once the motors get too hot while their working;

●The shells and the parts connecting with outer environment have adopted the materials against
acids & saline-alkali;

●The series are amphibious pumps.

●The series have lower electric consumption and longer life expectancy due to the special motors
and scientific design;

●The series have allocated various connecting ways in order to connect with different tubings.

APPLICATIONS

●It is power head that can be used as aquarium's filter and skimmer in the aquarium scaping
.fountains,channels falls,etc;

● Can be used in the water circulation of seafood farming ponds and aquariums;

● Can be used in watering flower and cleaning the equipment;

●Can be used to supply and discharge the sea water or the water full of acids & saline- alkali.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

●When using the series,firstly choose the proper outlet to contect with shells firmly and later
connct with the tubing.Both the outlet and the tubing must be mingled by the clamp.lf you use the
series

on the flat or on the walls,please equip the series with the rubber feet.After fastening the
series,you can use the pumps.

●When using the series on the land, firstly take away the black cover in front of the filtering
casing.find out the outlet/inlet and then Connect them with the tubing. While the pumps'
working.The tubing will contract.it requires that the length of the tubing' conecting part must be at
most 30 cm. If you set the soft tubing as the transportation, please choose the one whichwill tie
uneasily deformed.

●When using the series on the land, please pay attention whether theconnecting is leak.If there is
some bubbles in the Water.that shows the seal is not good.And those bubbles will shorten the
pumps' life expectancy. Before using, you should put the pumps under the water level and make
sure there is some Water left in the pumps. Or else, the pumps will be damaged while working.

NOTES

●Must be used in the water.
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●Must cut off the electricity once the product works improperly and must maintain it after lifting it
from the water.

WARNINGS

●Make sure the voltage and frequency you use are the same as theones onted in the pumps'
namepaltes;

●Make sure the medis's temperature is between 0℃ and 35℃ ;

●While you carry the pumps,please hold the handles;

●If you add the length of the power wire,please make sure the its seal and put it in the position
where there is no water;

●Must connect the pumps with the earth while using them.

●If the pumps work without water,they will get easily damaged;

●Mustn't be used in the media full of iron;

●While using the series in the pond or brook,please put them in the position where there is less
sand.

●If the pumps work wrongly,please maintain it atter cutting off the electricity.

●Please clean the bearing and filtering casing regularly.

●While dismantling the series,please pay attention to the safety in the process of putting the
impellers because the impellers have the magnetic.

●Mustn't be used in the media of saline- -alkali.

●After the engine restarted,you should check whether the pump working or not.

 

Size:
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